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CULC READING GUIDE FOR VI BY KIM THÚY
This guide can be used by Book Clubs that are private or library-run. Maybe you would like to
use the guide to enhance your own reading experience as you follow along with Un Livrel/One
eRead Canada program in January 2021.
What is Un Livrel/One eRead Canada? A digital, bilingual cross-Canada book club initiated by
the Canadian Urban Libraries Council (CULC) to promote digital reading awareness and issues
for public libraries. Vi is the second book featured, and the first in a bilingual offering.

“This is the first national, bilingual digital book club.”
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ABOUT THE BOOK
The perfect complement to the exquisitely wrought novels Ru and Mãn, Canada
Reads winner Kim Thúy returns with Vi, exploring the lives, loves and struggles
of Vietnamese refugees as they reinvent themselves in new lands.
The daughter of an enterprising mother and a wealthy, spoiled father who never
had to grow up, Vi was the youngest of their four children and the only girl. They
gave her a name that meant “precious, tiny one,” destined to be cosseted and
protected, the family’s little treasure.
But the Vietnam War destroys life as they’ve known it. Vi, along with her mother
and brothers, manages to escape–but her father stays behind, leaving a painful
void as the rest of the family must make a new life for themselves in Canada.
While her family puts down roots, life has different plans for Vi. Taken under the
wing of Hà, a worldly family friend, and her diplomat lover, Vi tests personal
boundaries and crosses international ones, letting the winds of life buffet her.
From Saigon to Montreal, from Suzhou to Boston to the fall of the Berlin Wall, she
is witness to the immensity of geography, the intricate fabric of humanity, the
complexity of love, the infinite possibilities before her. Ever the quiet observer,
somehow Vi must find a way to finally take her place in the world.
Source: https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/551005/vi-by-kim-thuy-translated-by-sheila-fischman/
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Born in Saigon in 1968,
KIM THÚY left Vietnam
with the boat people at
the age of ten and
settled with her family in
Quebec.
A graduate in translation
and law, she has worked
as a seamstress,
interpreter, lawyer,
restaurant owner, and
commentator on radio
and television.

She lives in Montreal
and devotes herself to
writing.

Author Kim Thúy.
ROGER LEMOYNE/THE GLOBE AND MAIL
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BOOKS AND AWARDS
Books
•

Ru (2009)

•

À toi (2011), co-written with Pascal Janovjak

•

Mãn (2013)

•

Vi (2016)

•

Le secret des Vietnamiennes (2017)

•

Em (2020)

Awards
Thúy's debut novel Ru won the Governor General's Award for French-language fiction at the
2010 Governor General's Awards. An English edition, translated by Sheila Fischman, was
published in 2012. The novel was a shortlisted nominee for the 2012 Scotiabank Giller Prize
and the 2013 Amazon.ca First Novel Award. The novel won the 2015 edition of Canada Reads,
where it was championed by Cameron Bailey. In 2016, Thúy published her third novel, Vi. An
English translation, again by Fischman, was published in 2018. The book was named as a
longlisted nominee for the 2018 Scotiabank Giller Prize.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Th%C3%BAy

Her fourth novel has just been published in
November, 2020 called Em. It is currently being
translated by Sheila Fischman.
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REVIEWS
•

“Thúy is known for her short and elegant stories about being a refugee and immigrant, and
the challenges of adapting to a new culture. In her novels, we experience Vietnam’s colours
and tastes, the difficulties of exile but also riches, and a search for identity that we can all
recognize

•

ourselves

in.”

—The

New

Academy

jury

citation

“Kim Thúy’s novels are as compact as her tiny titles might suggest . . . but their poetic
contents punch well above their weight in terms of story and raw emotional heft.” —Becky
Toyne, The Globe and Mail

•

“At once highly stylized and emotionally raw, Vi is as elegant, refined. Exquisite from start
to finish.” —Toronto Star

•

“Thúy’s fiction is wholly original. Not only does she pursue her very personal theme of the
Vietnamese refugee experience, she does it in gem-like poetic prose so beautiful you want
to read whole paragraphs twice.” —Susan G. Cole, NOW

•

“Kim Thuy’s Vi is the most beautifully written book I’ve ever read. This is the perfect book to
curl up with at the end of a busy day.” —Lesley Wilkins of Blue Heron Books (Uxbridge,
ON), 49th Shelf

•

“Thúy . . . bravely exposes the sordid reality of racism in Vietnam. . . . Vi, a fragment of the
name Vincent, is another example of Thúy’s playfulness with words. In particular, Thúy
studies distinctions between languages as if this scrutiny might divulge the reasons for
distinctions between peoples. . . . [The] story feels freighted with history.” —Donna Bailey
Nurse, Literary Review of Canada

Source: https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/551005/vi-by-kim-thuy-translated-by-sheila-fischman/
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Did you identify with Vi? Her family?
What passages from Vi resonated with you, touched you?
Did the short chapters make your reading easier or more difficult?
How does Vi look like her mother and Ha?
How does Vi reflect the definition of her name in Vietnamese, and how does
she not?
Gastronomy is present throughout the story. What do you think of the role and
symbolism of cooking in this novel? Did it make you hungry for Vietnamese
food?
The character of Vi has traveled a lot in this story. Which of the many places
stood out to you the most, and how?
Why did the author have Vi travel to different places, including Vietnam?
What did you learn about Vietnamese history and culture?
What did you learn about being a refugee in exile?
What stood out about VI’s life in Quebec and her impressions?
What did you think were the most successful and least successful parts of this
book?
What do you think of the ending? Did the beginning give you a sense of it?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Amnesty International Book Club featured Vi in January/February 2019,
as recommended by author Omar El Akkad. Here are some of their
discussion questions.
Questions from guest reader Omar El Akkad
What is the significance of the book’s looping
narrative, which begins in Vietnam, sees its central
character move to the other side of the planet, and
then returns to Vietnam once more?

How does the author explore the myriad forms of
violence to which refugees are often subjected?
How did the author’s occasional descriptions of
physical brutality contrast with the novel’s overall
tone?

What was your reaction to the book’s treatment of
and emphasis on names and the meaning of
names (both the names of characters and the
names of places)?

In what ways does the author invert and subvert
traditional power imbalances between genders? In
what ways is the agency of the female characters
affected by structural factors and circumstances?

Did Vi’s experiences of her new home in Canada
resonate with your own experiences of Canada?
Did you recognize your home in hers?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Other Amnesty International Book Club discussion questions:

What did you think of Vi? Which aspects did you
appreciate, and which aspects were most
challenging?

The deep subject of Vi is what Thúy calls “the
invisible strength” of women, especially Vietnamese
women, whose men, during the war, made a more
obvious display of strength as soldiers. Do you agree
with the author? What aspects of the story made you
see “the invisible strength” of women?

Has this booked inspired you to think about the
refugee narrative? For example in the media versus
when you read this story about a family fleeing their
home to make a home in Quebec?

What risks would you be prepared to take to save
your life?

Sources
Bibliothèques de Laval. Club de lecture à emporter "Vi" de Kim Thúy. Fiche de lecture.
Discussion questions from guest reader Omar El Akkad
Amnesty International Book Club http://www.amnestybookclub.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Amnesty-JanFeb-2019-discussion-guide-final.pdf

